Behavior of tumor markers CA19.9, CA195, CAM43, CA242, and TPS in the diagnosis and follow-up of pancreatic cancer.
We compared the recently proposed tumor markers CA195, CA242, and CAM43 with a widely used antigen, CA19.9, and a circulating marker of cellular proliferation, TPS, to define their specificity, sensitivity, and cost-benefit ratio. The tumor markers were measured in 41 pancreatic carcinoma patients and in two control groups, the first comprising 19 patients with benign pancreatic diseases, the second comprising 41 healthy blood donors. Sensitivities were 79% for CA19.9, 57% for CA242, 60% for CAM43, 76% for CA195, and 98% for TPS. Specificities calculated for the group with pancreatic diseases were 60% for CA19.9, 84% for CA242, 95% for CAM43, 53% for CA195, and 22% for TPS. Specificities for the blood donor group were 100% for CA19.9, 93% for CA242, 98% for CAM43, 85% for CA195, and 88% for TPS. Positive values for the tumor markers appeared from second stage (Hermreck classification). Metastases, invasion of lymph nodes, and coupling of cancer-associated antigens did not significantly modify marker sensitivity. In pancreatic carcinoma, CA19.9 showed good sensitivity (79%) and high specificity (60-100%). In view of their own advantages (e.g., high specificity of CAM43, high sensitivity of TPS in recurrences) and limits (e.g., low sensitivity of CAM43, very low sensitivity of TPS), the other markers could be used alone or with CA19.9. Two pairs of tumor markers showed high similarity in our study: CA19.9 and CA195, and CAM43 and CA242.